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EngagEmEnt dEtails

Client: Confidential
Site: Decommissioned Oil Drilling Research Center, Oklahoma
Task: Locate An Abandon Test Well where Experimental Explosives were Abandon 40 Years Before
Date: Summer 2013

situation

On the 11th of November 1970 nine oil field workers were killed conducting experiments 
with explosives at an adjacent research facility 20 miles away. A former employee’s 
recollection, was that in the aftermath, at this research site — “They dropped down the 
well one at a time an assorted variety of explosive items; two or three tubes of 60% 
dynamite of 2 inches in diameter by 2 ft. long packaged in cardboard wrappers, three 
or four screw together cans of 2 inch diameter by 6 inches long accompanied by two or 
three experimental explosive charges packaged in 1 ½ inch diameter by 2 ft. long steel 
containers.  He did not remember putting any blasting caps or detonators in the well...”

thE ChallEngE

First  the abandon well (8 to 10-inch diameter), which was located on a 40 acres site 
that over the years had been turned into a grazing pasture for cattle, had to be located.  
Being on a site that was peppered with holes from years drilling research any located 
hole would also have to be verified cleared of explosives, until the correct hole was 
located. Over the years the properties surrounding the site had been developed into 
high-end residential areas.  The Client, expecting potential legal issues related to the 
site, also required that forensics samples be collected and archived with chain-of-
custody records.

thE approaCh

By using Ground Probing Radar and Magnetometer Survey equipment the abandon 
well was located.  Several false positives were inspected and cleared of being the 
suspected well.  The engineering controls were designed and implemented to protect 
nearby residences from an accidental detonation.  The well location was located 
93-feet from the nearest residence.  An outer blast barrier consisting of 500 bbl frac-
tanks, filled with water, were installed and then a surface well casing and control-head 
were installed.  Over the well-head a blast shield and blasting mats were installed, to 
direct any explosive ejections and air-blast down-range from the residences,from un-
planned detonation.. 
Next a remote-controlled system using water and compressed air was built to flush 
out the backfill (sand/rock) and explosive debris from the well in 2-foot increments.  All 
the water and debris recovered was captured, inspected, and tested for the presence 
of explosive residue.
Remote cameras were installed and continuously recorded all operations for several 
different points of view.  A lighting prediction system was installed with automated 
warning sirens and lights so work could be immediately stopped.

rEsult

No explosive remains of anything that the former employee described were ever found.  
However, 8 oil-field stimulation charges and two with live igniter’s, were recovered 
from the well.  After 6 months of recovery work the well bottom was reached at 167 
ft. The well was flushed three-times with clean water and then grouted. All explosive 
residual found on-site was render-safe and properly disposed.

Explosive Recovery -- Abandon Test Well

RecoveRed detonatoR - Functional

expeRimental Well Stimulation toRpedoeS

RecoveRed debRiS

engineeRing contRolS
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EngagEmEnt dEtails

Client: West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection
Site: Spring Ridge Coal Site, Bolair, WV
Task: Render Safe and Dispose of Abandon & Deteriorated Dynamite
Date: Summer 2018

situation

The West Virginia State Police, acting on a tip from an 
informant,  located two abandoned explosive magazines on 
the former Spring Ridge Coal Site.  Both magazines were 
unlocked with one containing approximately 200 lbs of 
deteriorated dynamite and the other containing approximately 
350 detonators. It was estimated that the explosives were 
at least 35 years old.  West Virginia’s State Bomb Squad 
determined that the explosives were too unstable to move 
and counter-charging in-place was too risky with near-by 
residences.

thE ChallEngE

The explosives had to be render-safe in a residential area in a manner that would 
be protective of the general public.  The explosives and detonators were found in a 
complexly deteriorated state with nitroglycerin leached out of the dynamite and pooled 
on the bottom of the boxes, seeped into the shelving and floor.  Detonator were found 
un-shunted, with shells deteriorated with explosives elements exposed. 

thE approaCh

RAM proposed to render safe the deteriorated explosives through chemically neutralize 
(MuniRem®) in-place while the detonators would be moved into a containment vessel 
and counter-charged in small batches.  Before work in the magazines would begin, 
engineering controls would be built to minimize air-blast and shrapnel damage due to 
an unplanned detonation.
The trees and brush located around the magazines were removed and the entrances 
to the magazines cleared and leveled for safe ingress and egress. A blast barrier was 
constructed to surround and enclose the Powder Magazine. Using salvaged timbers 
the magazine’s roof was covered leaving a 1-foot air-gap. On the top of the logs a layer 
of soils and then blasting mats were placed.
With engineering controls in place, technicians applied a water based MuniRem 
solution to the deteriorated explosives.  On surface contact, MuniRem® chemically 
reacted with the explosives breaking them down into non-explosive by-products (N2, 
CO2,SO4

2-, NO2, formate, acetate).  MuniRem was applied until explosive wipe test 
indicated there was no explosive residue remaining. Paper-wrappers, plastic packaging 
and wood-pallets was collected and disposed. Water and spent MuniRem solutions 
were collected, filtered, and then disposed as gray-water at the local sewage treatment 
plant.

rEsult

RAM successfully completed rendering safe 338 pounds of explosives, 2109 electric 
and 217 non-electric detonators. The Powder Magazine’s interior, after cleaning, was 
tested for trace explosive residue and none were found. The Cap Magazine was 
cleaned of all debris (e.g. wires, boxes, wrappers).

Render Safe -- Abandoned Dynamite

abandoned dynamite & denonatoRS

muniRem® being applied

enginneRing contRolS

occupied StRucutReS
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EngagEmEnt dEtails

Client: West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection
Site: Venus (Kinder) Site, Venus, WV
Task: Render Safe and Dispose of Abandon & Deteriorated Dynamite
Date: Summer 2019

situation

A West Virginia DEP Inspector for the Abandon Mine Lands 
Program discovered that dynamite had been left unsecured 
in an old powder magazine while preparing plans for the 
building’s demolition.  One of several buildings on a several 
hundred acre abandoned coal underground and surface 
operation, the magazine was hidden from view by heavy 
woods and undergrowth.  The old mine site was heavily used 
by ATVs, fishermen, and hunters.  The community of Venus, 
WV was located 2,000 feet away for the magazine.

thE ChallEngE

The explosives had to be render-safe in a residential area in a manner that would be 
protective of the general public.  The explosives were found in a complexly deteriorated 
state with nitroglycerin leached out of the dynamite and pooled on the bottom of the 
boxes, and had seeped into the collapsed wood shelving and wood flooring.  Over 
the years, a near-by stream had flooded and filled the magazine with a layer of mud, 
which buried potential explosive products and would have to be removed by hand and 
screened for the presence of explosives.

thE approaCh

RAM was contacted by WV DEP to render safe the deteriorated explosives through 
chemically neutralization (MuniRem®) so the building could be safely demolished.  
The heavy woods and brush located around the magazines were removed and the 
entrances to the magazines cleared and leveled for safe ingress and egress. With 
engineering controls in place, technicians applied the water based MuniRem solution 
to the deteriorated explosives.  On surface contact, MuniRem® chemically reacted 
with the explosives breaking them down into non-explosive by-products (N2, CO2,SO4

2-, 
NO2, formate, acetate).  MuniRem was applied until explosive wipe test indicated there 
was no explosive residue remaining.  

rEsult

RAM rendering safe 1000 to 1350 pounds of dynamite from with in the magazine. 
The powder magazine’s interior, after cleaning, was tested for trace explosive residue 
and then sealed to prevent future trespassing.  Soils from the floor after screening 
and testing for explosives was stockpiled within the magazine.  The wood shelving 
and flooring after treatment and testing for trace explosive was also stockpiled within 
the magazine.  The soils and wood are to be disposed along with the building during 
demolish and clean-up of the site.
Effluent water from the treatment process, about 825 gallons, was collected, filtered to 
remove suspended solids, and passed through a MuniRem® BioChar filter medium to 
reduce the nitrate levels in the water for disposed as gray-water at the local sewage 
treatment plant. Paper-wrappers, plastic packaging and cardboard boxes were 
collected and disposed.

Render Safe -- Abandoned Dynamite

abandoned dynamite

muniRem® being applied (inFRaRed)

pRoceSSing dynamite StickS

initial SatuRation W/ muniRem
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r.a. mCClurE inC. (ram) is an international blast engineering and consulting firm that focuses on improving 
productivity and safety through blast optimization, advanced technical and turn-key remediation services. 

• Ecofriendly and Rapid Neutralization of Explosives
• Field Explosive Detection Kits
• Portable X-Ray Systems
• Remote Video and Close Circuit TV
• High speed cameras 1,000 fps

• Borehole Cameras (1500' depth)
• Lightning Prediction & Detection Systems
• Blast Mitigation Technology
• Explosive Containment Trailers
• FLIR Cameras

RAM in partnership with MuniRem Environmental LLC provides MuniRem® as a cost effective green solution for the 
remediation of soil and groundwater, buildings and equipment that are contaminated with explosives residues.  RAM 
distributes MuniRem®  through-out North & South America, Africa, Australia and Europe.

Robert McClure, President
R.A. McClure Inc.
2116 Hardin Lane, Powell, OH  43065
Tel: +1 740-363-6976; 
Email r.mcclure@ramets.com
www.ramets.com

MuniRem® Products are patented and trademarked by MuniRem Environmental LLC
MuniRem Environmental is a pioneer in the application of a portfolio of innovative green remediation technologies for metals, 
explosives, radiation, petroleum and perchlorate in various media. Our team of experienced scientist and professionals are 
dedicated to making a difference by providing our clients and partners with demonstrably superior cost-effective green 
remediation technologies and solutions.


